Owl is for ‘O’
By Patchwork Posse

18” X 24”
Materials needed:
Scraps of blue ranging from 1” X 6” - 3” x 6”
1/8 yard border
Larger scraps for:
Owls including: eye, beak, wings, and belly
Banch and leaves
Buttons for eyes
Blue metallic thread for quilting

This is a pattern by Patchwork Posse.
This pattern can be reproduced, shared, emailed to others- it’s free!
You may sell items made from this pattern, but no mass production.
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Background Instructions:
1) Sew your strips of blue scraps together. They will be stacked on top of each other, until they are 24” long
2) Sew a total of 3 strips using step 1 isntructions
3) Sew the 3 columns together
4) Trim to 17” X 23”

Applique Instructions:
1) Cut out applique pieces– the owl, branch and leaves
2) Pin or glue applique pieces in place
HINT~ for 3-D wing: Lay big wing, then medium wing then small wing. Sew around big wing and
Small wing. The medium wing will not be sewn down and will have raw edges for a rag look.
Leaf: Lay the large leaf and the medium leaf together. Sew around the outside of the large leaf only
You can sew a vein down the center of the medium leaf now, or leave it to the quilting/quilter

3-d owl wing and leaf

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Using matching thread to the piece being appliqued, zig-zag stitch around the outside edge of each piece
Cut border strips 2– 1 1/2” X 17” 2– 1 1/2” X 24 1/2
Sew borders on
Make a quilt sandwich with the top, batting and back
Machine quilt using the following quilting guide or feel free to let loose and quilt it your own way.
Sew on buttons for eyes
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Machine Quilting Guide:

The background is stitched with blue metallic thread. The moon is heavily swirled with blue and
White thread.
The branch is quilted with brown matching thread, the leaves with green matching thread.
The leaves and branch under the main branch are all machine quilted. The branch using brown, the leaves
Using green.
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